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Point two Turn out the fire ASAP. 
If major tremors stop, turn out all sources of fire
immediately. Even if it is a small earthquake, get
into a habit of turning out all fires and a circuit

Nowadays just like
catastrophe, a lot of
earthquakes occur all
over the world.
Geological expert says
there is an active fault
here in two-cities and
two towns. 

The Great Hanshin
Earthquake, last Niigata
Chuetsu Earthquake,
and next one may occur
directly underneath the
south Kanto district  
Point one Protect your family and yourself.  
If you feel tremor, stay there and assure
safety of your family and yourself. Major
tremors do not last longer than one minute.  
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breaker if possible. 

Point three Secure an exit by keeping
door or window open. 
Secure an exit for evacuation after major tremors
stop. Door may be warped and doesn’t open
properly.  

Point four Do not rush outside 
Move carefully after the shaking stops and watch
out for things such as windowpane or roofing
tiles that have been fallen or broken, creating
hazards.  

Point five  Move away from gate or
block wall 

 

If you’re outside in 
an earthquake, move 
away quickly from 
block wall or the 
like not to be 
crushed under the 
fallen block wall or 
bending machine. 
Be careful for 
children who are 
liable to be the 
victims of accidents.   

 

Point six  Get accurate information and
behave calmly.     

 

Do not go into a panic or
react hastily to inaccurate
information.  
Pay attention to
information given on
radio and television, or
by the fire department
and city office. 
Always you’re your

nearest refuge area for your
family and yourself. 

.  
AN    EARTHQUAKE 
 
Please remember 6
key points to be
prepared for an
earthquake 
）◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆  
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 ●Foreign residents advisory center ●●●              
You may have a problem, but you don’t have any one to talk with it. It depresses you and keeps by 
yourself. Foreign residents advisory center (FICEC), which is a representative of Fujimishi, 
Kamifukuokashi, Oimachi, and Miyoshimachi, offers you an opportunity to give you an appropriate 
advice. If you have any problem, please do not hesitate to ask us. We also provide you an emergency 
shelter. Free of charge for consultation. Call  
 

０４９― ２５３―７７４４ 
 

● You don’t need to watch keyboard any more. PC Typing Class ●●● 
 “Touch typing” is skill of inputting data (letter or symbol) into a computer watching display instead 

of keyboard. Using 10 fingers freely like playing musical instrument, you can fill the display. 

★Place: Fujimino International Cultural Exchange Center ★Fee: ¥ 4,000 (Free for foreign residents)   
★Date & Time: Every Sunday (4 times) in March, 10:00~12:00 am 

 

●Digital Camera Club Open! Let’s take picture and print ●●●  
Now a digital camera is the most popular instrument for its convenience. But it is not so easy to use it. 
If you want to learn how to use it more skillfully, please join us. Let’s learn how to take pictures, 
compile and print them.  

★Place: Fujimino International Cultural Exchange Center ★Fee: ¥ 1,000 (¥500 for member)per once  
★Date& Time: Second Sunday, 10:00~12:00 am 

 

Viewing cherry-blossom! 
 Let’s learn Japanese while enjoying the

cherry-blossom viewing 

Date & Time: March 31st (Thurs.) 10am ~ 

集 Gathering: FICEC 

Venue: Benten-no-mori park (cancel if

it rains, class at FICEC) 

Fee: ¥ 500 (for lunch) 
● ● 
Let’s talk out everything what you want to say! 
Newly born meeting “Hanaro” is a get 
together for foreign citizens.  
“HANARO” is a Korean word that means a 
unity. 
Talk one’s problems, advise, exchange 
information and cooperate each other to get 
better way of life for foreign residents here in 
the communities. 
“Hanaro” is to be held every third Monday 
from one o’clock.  
If you are interested in the meeting, you are 
always welcome to join it. 
Date & Time: March 31st (Mon.) 13:00~15:00 
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Venue: FICEC 


